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Our
Project

Cryptocurrency enthusiasts, meme
lovers, and investors alike, brace
yourselves for the revolutionary
emergence of PEPE AI Baby. This
cutting-edge memecoin has quickly
gained traction and follows the latest
trend in the world of
cryptocurrencies, drawing inspiration
from the beloved Pepe meme. With
its unique features and ambitious
vision, PEPE AI Baby has set out to
redefine the possibilities of the
meme coin landscape.

What sets PEPE AI Baby apart from other
meme coins is its innovative approach to
marketing and its dedicated team of
technological developers. Recognizing
the importance of strategic promotion,
the creators behind PEPE AI Baby have
deployed intensive marketing campaigns,
ensuring maximum exposure to potential
investors and meme enthusiasts. 



BUSD Rewards
Pepe AI Baby offers holders a unique opportunity to earn BUSD
automatically. By holding the tokens, users receive 1% of all
transactions in BUSD. This does not affect liquidity as 3% of transactions
go back into the token's liquidity pool. Holding Pepe AI Baby tokens
allows for passive earning and contributes to the token's stability.



Tokenomics
Pepe AI Baby is a deflationary token that is closely associated with
technological advancements and the widespread adoption of blockchain
technology. With a total token supply of 1 trillion, its distribution follows
the chart below

Burn
55%

Presale
30%

Liquidity
15%

Token Name: 0x00110666e5B31Db18630B0ff35423e9AB7C74073
Supply: Binance Smart Chain
Contract: 1,000,000,000,000 PEAIBA



Taxes

Pepe AI Baby token features low transaction fees, with only a 5% fee
applied to purchases and a 5% fee applied to sales. Out of these
fees, 60% is allocated towards liquidity to ensure a stable and well-
functioning market. Additionally, 20% of the fees are distributed as
rewards in BUSD (Binance USD) to token holders, incentivizing long-
term ownership. The remaining 20% is allocated for marketing
purposes, allowing for strategic promotion and outreach efforts to
expand the token's visibility and adoption.=

Taxes
5% buy fee
5% sell fee

Liquidity
60%

Rewards
20%

Marketing
20%



Roadmap

Develop a robust and secure smart
contract for the Pepe AI Baby token.
Launch the token on a reputable
decentralized exchange (DEX)
platform.
Coin Market Cap and CoinGecko
Listing After Launch
Implement a comprehensive
marketing campaign to create
awareness and generate initial
interest in the token.
Engage with the community through
social media channels, forums, and
partnerships to build a strong and
supportive user base
Get on trend topics on twitter and
other social medias to give us real
visibility towards crypto world,

PHASE 1
 
 

 

Continuously engage with the
community through AMA (Ask Me
Anything) sessions, regular updates,
and community events.
Collaborate with influencers, content
creators, and meme communities to
expand the reach and adoption of the
Pepe AI Baby token.
Establish strategic partnerships with
meme-related platforms, NFT
marketplaces, and online
communities to foster widespread
usage and acceptance.
CEX Listing

PHASE 2
 
 

 



Team
Prepare to be amazed by the incredible track record of the Visionary Dev and
their team of seasoned experts. With a portfolio exclusively comprised of
multimillion-dollar market cap projects, the Dev has established themselves as
a true powerhouse in the cryptocurrency industry. Backed by a team of over
experienced specialists, well-versed in both web 3 and web 2 marketing
strategies.


